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INCREASING THE LEAF AREA OF ALFALFA

Merri Back and A.K. Dobrenz
Department of Plant Sciences

Summary

A major concern for most alfalfa breeders is bow to increase yield.
Leaf area is closely related to yield. Leaf area can be changed by
selecting and breeding plants that have larger leaflets. We are
increasing the total leaf area per plant and studies are being conducted
to determine the effect of larger leaflets on yield, photosynthesis,
stomate densities, and protein content.

********** :cxBcirxic*oY** *

Increasing yield is a primary objective of alfalfa plant breeders.
In the past, yield has increased in new alfalfa varieties as a resultof
protection of the crop from insect and disease injury, and improved
cultivation methods. Another possibility for increasing yield is to
alter the leaf area and canopy design. The amount of leaf area on a
plant, which can be utilized for photosynthetic and other physiological
functions necessary for growth is closely related to yield in some
crops.

Researchers at the University of Arizona have been developing
alfalfa for larger leaflet size during the last five years. Research is

now being conducted to compare the physiological and morphological
effects of the large leaf characteristic. This new germplasm is being
compared to Hayden which is the original variety used for selection of
large leaflet clones.

Parameters including apparent photosynthesis, forage yield, leaflet
size, specific leaf weights, protein content, and stomate densities will
be measured and compared to Hayden.

Preliminary results of the first year indicate that leaflet size
has been increased by 28% and the specific leaf weight has increased by
6 %. Protein content has remained the same. Yield has not increased nor

have the photosynthetic rates changed. In both varieties stomate
density decreased from the top of the plant to the bottom of the plant
and there were fewer stomates on the lower leaf surface than there were
on the upper leaf surface. There were no significant differences in
stomate densities between the two cultivars.
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Table 1. Physiological Traits

Gerplasm Yield: Leaflet Protein Content % SLW A.P.2lbs.forage Size Leaves Stems mg /cm mg /m /s
as dry wt./ (cm2)
Plot

Hayden 5.6 2.10 24.99 13.11 6.6 0.378

Large Leaf 5.8 3.69 25.96 12.39 7.5 0.398

*Apparent Photosynthesis

Table 2. Stomate Densities

Germplasm #Stomates/cm2

Top leaf
Upper leaf surface

Middle leaf Bottom leaf
Hayden 25,037 20,603 19,032

Large Leaf 26,330 21,896 18,755

Lower leaf surface
Top leaf Middle leaf Bottom leaf

Hayden 23,836 16,445 15,059

Large Leaf 23,466 16,722 14,782
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